DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 276, s. 2019

2019 REGIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FAIR

To: Public Schools District Supervisor
Secondary School Heads

1. The Regional Science and Technology Fair will be conducted on November 20-23, 2018 at a venue to be announced later. Relative to this, the following schedule should be observed:

   Submission of School Entries for Division SRC Paper Evaluation - on or before September 23, 2019
   (Life, Applied and Robotics Science)
   Division Scientific Review Committee (SRC) Paper Evaluation - September 24-29, 2019
   Division Science & Technology Fair - September 30, 2019
   Submission of Division Entries for Regional SRC Paper Evaluation - October 14, 2019

2. All secondary schools are enjoined to witness the presentation of the scientific researches conducted by the students on September 30, 2019 at Gabaldon Building, Virac Pilot ES.

3. The following are the members of the Division Scientific Review Committee

   Chairman: Ronald Refre, Principal I, Mayngaway National High School
   Members: Jose Roy Aguilar, Head Teacher VI, Bato Rural Development High School
            Ma. Claudette Caluban, Master Teacher II, Catanduanes National High School
            Mary Rose Sta. Rosa, Principal I, Supang Datag National High School
            Nino Gerard C. Ceneta, Principal II, PSAT

4. Enclosed is the Regional Memorandum No. 90 s. 2019 for your reference. Attachments of the said regional memorandum (Guidelines of the NSTF) may be downloaded at https://drive.google.com/open?id=1B1aSE9khh1bb3ZLpxxavbGyhut9IP82

5. No registration fee will be collected. Travel and other incidental expenses of the participants shall be charged against MOOE/local funds subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. For immediate dissemination and compliance.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent
To: SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS

1. The Department of Education Regional Office-V thru the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD) shall conduct the Regional Science and Technology Fair on November 20-22, 2019 at a venue to be announced later.

2. The science fair aims to promote Science and Technology consciousness and a culture of innovation among the youth. Likewise, it aims to identify the most creative and innovative student researchers from the Junior and Senior High Schools who shall represent the region in the coming National Science and Technology Fair and National Festival of Talents this January and February, 2020.

3. To ensure the successful conduct of the activity, the following schedule should be observed:
   - Submission of Division Entries for Regional SRC Paper Evaluation (Life, Applied and Robotics Science) - October 14, 2019
   - Regional Scientific Review Committee (SRC) Paper Evaluation - Oct 18 to Oct 31
   - Submission of Innovation Expo Technical Paper for Pre-Evaluation - October 30, 2019
   - Consolidation of SRC Results - November 4-5, 2019
   - Regional Science Fair and Congress - November 20-22, 2019
   - On the Spot Science Competition - November 21, 2019

4. All Division Supervisors are requested to conduct screening and ensure that the researches passed by the school Institutional Review Board and Division Scientific Review Committee. Bicol Regional Science High School is expected to join the regional fair. They are required to submit one entry per category while only the first two (2) best researches per category per division shall be submitted for the Regional Scientific Review Committee Paper Screening. COLOR CODING of folders should be STRICTLY followed to:
   - Life Science Individual - Yellow
   - Applied/Physical Individual - Blue
   - Robotics Individual - White
   - Innovation Expo - Violet
   - Life Science Team - Green
   - Applied/Physical Team - Red
   - Robotics Team - Orange

Entries should be submitted to the Curriculum and Learning Management Division (CLMD) of DepEd Region V not later than October 14, 2019. Likewise, soft copies in EXCEL FORMAT of official endorsements (from school to division, division to region) and soft copies of all research entries (starting from the school level to division level) following the template under
Enclosure 6 should be emailed to depedsciencecerov@gmail.com on or before October 30, 2019.

Similarly, for the On the Spot Science Competition, only the first-place winner shall compete in the Regional level.

For Science Innovation Expo, entries should have an issued patent or at least an existing application on process patent with the Intellectual Property Office (IPO).

5. No Registration Fee shall be collected. Expenses relative to the conduct of this activity shall be charged against Regional Funds. Meals, accommodation and travel expenses of participants shall be charged against school MOOE/Local Funds and/or other sources subject to the usual accounting and auditing rules and regulations.

6. Enclosed are the following documents for reference:
   - Enclosure 1 Guidelines on the National Science and Technology Fair 2019-2020
   - Enclosure 2 Format of Research Paper
   - Enclosure 3 Sample Abstract
   - Enclosure 4 Format of Paper Invention Report
   - Enclosure 5 Science Innovation Expo Process Flow
   - Enclosure 6 Template for Official Endorsement (EXCEL FORMAT)
   - Enclosure 7 Updated Checkpoints for SRC Review
   - Enclosure 8 Review and Recommendation Report
   - Enclosure 9 Guidelines for on the Spot Science Competition
   - Enclosure 10 Awards and Prizes


8. For information, dissemination and compliance of all concerned:

   [Signature]
   GILBERT T. SADSAD
   Regional Director
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